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Macinstmank Wow Thank you For Such an excellent
Template and Your awesome Edits! Very Nice Job I would

love to apply this to my own Blog as well. I just hope that as
soon as I get it downloaded I will be able to use it in

Windows version. Keep up the good work. P.S. Please also
take a look at my site. Maybe you find it interesting. Have a
nice day! Jeez this is unbelievable. Amazing. No typos and

actually makes sense. Exactly what I was looking for. This is
actually a major breakthrough in web design. I would

suggest that you actually spend some time to improve the
templates file as there are a few steps that need to be

improved. Thanks again for this very nice job. Amazing! I
have another idea for the match.type formatting. I think you

can reorder and put different formatting for each type of
match.type. This way you will be able to represent

comments that are more than one line long and it will be
easier to support this formatting. This is very creative. I

really like it. You have a lot of potential. Good luck! Thanks!
This is very creative! I like the idea. Do you need a visual as
well? When you get the time to create one I would be happy
to see it! I have another idea for the match.type formatting.
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